
SCX GT 2009 NORTH AMERICA FINAL  

  

NOTE: TIRES UPDATED 10/29/09 (allowing Indy Grips #2086 for final) 

The SCX National Final race will be held Saturday, November 14th at Great Traditions. 

Tech inspection will start at 10am with racing starting at about noon. 

 

The sole car to be used for the final will be: 

Ferrari FXX, all decorations.  See picture below for car examples: 

 

 

 

The motor which will be allowed is the RX42B. If replacement/handout RX42B's are needed by 

hosting clubs/tracks/stores the part number for 6 packs of motors is Ref.#88840. MSRP for these 

motors has been reduced for 2009 to $9.99 per motor. 

 

Guidelines for car preparation: 

 

* Cars must have full windows and SCX interior try (ie, not scratch-built). The wing must be there 

at the start of the race, racers will not be penalized if the wing breaks off during competition. 

Slight modification for crown gear clearance will be allowed. Whether "too much" has been 

removed will be up to the race host to decide. It is strongly encouraged that a conservative 

approach should be taken by builders when considering doing any interior tray modifications. No 

modifications are allowed to the body (including but not limited to, cutting, sanding, fender 

flaring) ride height may not be altered in any way. 

* All cars will use the RX-42B, this motor will be issued the day of the race, paid for as part of the 

entry fee. 

* 9 tooth pinion that comes standard on RX42B will be used as the standard pinion for the finals.  



* Tire choice for local qualifying races is to be determined by the hosting club/track/store. 1 tire 

compound must be used for the race, the use of multiple type of tire compounds (during any 1 race 

day event) is discouraged. Race hosts should decide on 1 compound of tire that best suits their 

track. 

* Indy Grip Silicone Tires for the Championship race will be as follows: 

- For the standard FXX wheels, the tire part number is 4008.  

- For the SCX Pro wheels (which are legal for use if you decide to swap out the standard FXX wheel) 

the tire part number is 4009.  

- In addition, Indy Grip Silicione tire part # 2086 will be allowed. 

Tires will be handout tires for the final race and the cost of the tires will be included in 

Championship entry fee.  

* Gluing of motor pod is allowed. Tape may be applied to the chassis to limit motor pod travel. 

Light sanding may be done around motor pod to allow pod travel. A Pro SCX motor pod may not be 

cut into a non-Pro car. A car that came with a two-post pod must retain a two-post pod. A car that 

came with a 4 post pod must retain a 4 post pod configuration. 

* Electronics, noise suppressor on the motor must be intact. Lights may either be functional or non 

functional but components for lights must remain intact inside car. The tabs that deliver power to 

the lights may, however, be removed if the builder decides to do so. The only part of the light 

system that may be removed is the 2 vertical tabs that bring power from the chassis to the 

horizontal strips inside the body. Those tabs may either be removed entirely or bent back so they 

don't touch the chassis. 

* No liquids can be applied to any part of the car other than oil/grease to motor, gears, bushings, 

axles. 

* No chemical treatment (ie., oil soaking or applying finger nail polish to harden surface of tires) is 

permitted on tires. 

* Chassis modifications are allowed for clearance of SCX Pro parts used. Cars may not be lightened 

by cutting the chassis or the interior, any modifications done must be for clearance (crown gear 

clearance or wheel hub clearance) issues only. Enforcement of this rule will be at the discretion of 

race officials (for both regional qualifying races and for final race). Chassis may be clearanced 

slightly to allow body to float.  

* Wheels/tires cannot protrude outside the body more than 1mm. 

* SCX Pro Race parts can be used. 



* Weight may be added, weight minimum is 85 grams, maximum weight is 105 grams. ALL weight 

must be fully contained inside the body or magnet holder. Weight may NOT be glued/taped in 

whole or in part under the chassis. 

* Racing will be magnet-less. 

* Wires may be soldered in car to conduct power. Any brand of wires is allowed. 

* Guide flag may be collared or glued to limit sideways play. 

* Braids are allowed to be rewoven. Any brand of braid is allowed. 

* Interior tray from any SCX car may be used.  

* Voltage for final race will be 12v. 

* Racers will be allowed to install their own motor/tires in front of marshal.  

* Racers will be allowed to adjust their own braids during final race. They will call out to a race 

marshal who will come to them and watch as they adjust braids or remount tire that might have 

slipped. 

* Stock front wheels, 16mm rally wheels, 17mm wheels allowed for use on front of cars. 

* Front tires are allowed to be sanded provided that tires are not smaller than 16.5mm. Only SCX 

tires may be used on the front.  

 

 

Common rules in conducting race: 

 

- The entry fee paid by racers will get them a hand out motor and tires as well as admission to the 

event. 

- All participating race cars will be inspected to insure rule compliance prior to the start of the 

race. A few test laps (the number to be determined by the race organizer) will be allowed prior to 

final inspection. 

- Issuing motors and tires, along with tech inspection will start at the opening of the event. 

- Cars will be impounded after the inspection process and remain impounded until the beginning of 

the race.  

- Drivers cannot touch their cars after tech, unless done while the race clock is running for their 

race segment. 

- If the driver must pit, a race marshall will hand driver the car. Driver must move away from the 

track to service the car. Race officials reserve the right to observe driver servicing the car. The 

driver must service the car himself/herself, and may not use a technician. When the car is ready to 

return to the race, the driver will hand a marshall the car to return it to the race track. 



- Race segments (heats) will be at least 5 minutes, subject to adjustment based on number of 

racers participating. 

- Any controller is allowed, provided that controller does not store and electrical charge. 

- At start of the race, marshals will be assigned from those not in first racing group. First driver 

exiting race segment must marshall for the next 4 segments, or find a substitute. 

- Lap counter will be deemed final; missed laps/double laps will not be adjusted. 

- Racer with the most laps and segments wins. Ties to be broken by a 2 heat, 3 minute race off; 

drivers alternating between 2 lanes to be chosen by race organizer. If still tied, highest 

lap/segment total on any one lane wins. If still tied, dual winners declared. 

- Race director may choose to adjust format of race depending on number of participants. Race 

format, with any changes, will be communicated to participants prior to race in a brief (5-10 

minute) drivers meeting. Attendance by all participating drivers in the drivers meeting is required. 

 

 

There are no exceptions to these tires, these will be handout tires. 

 

The Carrera track will use Mastech Power supplies set at 12 volts, the power supplies have a rating 

of 6 amps of power. Each lane has its own power supply. 

 


